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Steven Kasher Gallery is proud to present Thomas Roma: The
Plato’s Dogs Trilogy. This exhibition includes 80 black and white
photographs and from three different series, which together serve
as a biography of Roma’s Brooklyn. In the Plato’s Dogs
photographs, dog shadows take on mythic status. In Higher
Ground, shot on the elevated trains that run through the heart of
Brooklyn, Roma captures the pockets of in-between-time that fill
the lives of commuters. The photographs from The Waters of Our
Time, are the most self-reflective of the three bodies of work. The
Waters series is deeply personal and spans Roma’s entire career,
beginning with a photograph from his first roll of film in 1972. The
images are intimate tokens of Roma’s life that feature his wife,
son, neighbors and home in Brooklyn. The exhibition launches the
publication of the monograph Plato’s Dogs by powerHouse Books.
Reminscent of cave paintings, the distorted and featureless silhouettes in Plato’s Dogs capture the primitive essence
of the animal. Printed life-size, the shadows more resemble a mythical beast than man’s best friend. Taken between
2011-2013 in a dog park in Dyker Heights, Brooklyn, Roma describes them as “landscapes with shadows.” Often
Roma would look first to the ground, locating a spot composed of roots, patches of trampled grass, rocks and debris.
Roma would stick to that spot and try to lure the dogs over to him. A highly creative technical engineer who builds all
of his own camera equipment, Roma faced the challenge of how to prevent his shadow from showing up in each
frame. He purchased an eight-foot painter’s extension pole. He mounted his camera to the pole and connected an
extra long cable release to activate the shutter. As Giancarlo Roma writes in the books’ introduction, Armed with this
contraption he alternately looked like a shepherd leading his flock with the pole as his staff, and a madman chasing
the dogs around with some sort of homing device.”
Roma takes his photographs to understand how we shape and are
shaped by the rituals of daily life. In Higher Ground, Roma
portrays the trains’ ambience as well as the rotating cast of
characters who ride them. In these candid portraits, the riders in
Roma’s photographs seem to be suspended in time, caught in
private moments in the most public of places. Whether dreamers
or purposeful voyagers, the people in Roma’s Higher Ground
remind us that we are all moving in the same direction, the train
representing the forward motion of time.

The Waters of our Time, first published in 2014, was
concieved as an homage to Roy DeCarava and Langston
Hughes’ book The Sweet Flypaper of Life published in 1955.
This book, a joint effort between Roma and his son
Giancarlo,
includes
142
meticulously
sequenced
photographs which act as a visual biography of the artist.
Roma invited his son Giancarlo to reflect on his photographs
and write a text to accompany the images. The resulting
narrative is a first-person recollection in the voice of an older
woman who has spent her life in Brooklyn, like Roma
himself.
Thomas Roma (b. 1950) has published over a dozen monographs including: Come Sunday (Introduction by Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., 1996), Found in Brooklyn (Introduction by Dr. Robert Coles, 1996), Sunset Park (Afterward by
Richard B. Woodward, 1998), Higher Ground (Introduction by Ian Frazier, 1999), Enduring Justice (Introduction by
Norman Mailer, 2001), Show & Tell (Text by Giancarlo T. Roma, 2002), Sanctuary (Introduction by Henry Louis
Gates, Jr., 2002), Sicilian Passage (2003), In Prison Air (Introduction by John Szarkowski, 2005), On Three Pillars (Text
by Phillip Lopate, 2007), House Calls with William Carlos Williams, MD (Text by Dr. Robert Coles, 2008), Dear
Knights and Dark Horses (Introduction by Alec Wilkinson, 2010), The Waters of Our Time (Text by Giancarlo T.
Roma., 2014) and In the Vale of Cashmere (Text by G. Winston James, 2015.)
Roma’s work has appeared in one-person and group exhibitions internationally, including one-person shows at the
Museum of Modern Art, the International Center of Photography, and the Wallach Gallery at Columbia University,
NY. Roma’s work is held in numerous collections, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York, the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and the
Canadian Center for Architecture, Montreal. In 2003, he received a New York City Council Proclamation for
contributions to the cultural and educational life of New York City, and in 2011 Roma received the Ellis Island Medal
of Honor. He is a two-time recipient of Guggenheim Fellowships (1982 and 1991) and received a New York State
Council for the Arts Fellowship in 1973. He has taught photography since 1983 at Yale, Fordham, Cooper Union, and
The School of Visual Arts. In 1996, he became the founding Director of the Photography Program at Columbia
University School of the Arts where he is a Professor of Art. Roma lives in Brooklyn with his wife Anna.
Thomas Roma: The Plato’s Dogs Trilogy will be on view November 3rd – December 23rd, 2016. Steven Kasher Gallery
is located at 515 W. 26th St., New York, NY 10001. Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 AM to 6 PM. For
more information about the exhibition and all general inquiries, please contact Cassandra Johnson, 212 966 3978,
cassandra@stevenkasher.com

